
Chapter-8

Review Python



Operators in Python

 Operators are used to perform operations on 

variables and values.

 Python divides the operators in the following 

groups:

 Arithmetic operators

 Assignment operators

 String Operators

 Relational Operators

 Logical operators



Arithmetic Operators
 Arithmetic operators are used to perform basic mathematical 

calculations.

 The arithmetic operators can be further classified as:

 Unary Operator-These operators operate on only one operand.

Ex a=10,a=-10

 Binary Operator-These operators operate on two operands.

Operator Name Example

+ Addition x + y

- Subtraction x - y

* Multiplication x * y

/ Division x / y

% Modulus x % y

** Exponentiation x ** y

// Floor division x // y



String Operators

 String operators work on the string values.these operators are of 2 

types:

Operator Name Example

+ Concatenation ‘KIPS’ + ‘LEARNING’

KIPSLEARNING

* Replication KIPS*4

KIPSKIPSKIPSKIPS

Assignment operators

Assignment operators are used to assign values to variables:

Operator Name Example

= Assignment x = 5



Relational Operators

 These operators are used to show relationship between two operands.

Operator Name Example

== Equal x == y

!= Not equal x != y

> Greater than x > y

< Less than x < y

>= Greater than or equal to x >= y

<= Less than or equal to x <= y



Logical operators

 These operators are used to combine two or more conditional 

statements.

 They provide the result in the form of True or False.

Operator Description Example

and Returns True if both statements are 

true

x < 5 and x < 10

or Returns True if one of the 

statements is true

x < 5 or x < 4

not Reverse the result, returns False if 

the result is true

not(x < 5 and x < 10)



Precedence of Operators
 The precedence of an operator refers to the order of priority in 

which the operators are evaluated in an expression.

Operators Description

() Parenthesis

** Exponentiation

+x,-x +Unary,-Unary

*,/,//,% Multiplication,Division,Floor Division,Modulus

+,- Binary Addition,Subtraction

<,>,<=,>=,++.!= Relational Operators

Not and or Boolean/Logical operators



Comments in Python

 Comments are the statements that are added to a program with the 
purpose of making the code easier to understand.

 Comments are optional, they are needed from the users’ 
perspective.

 In Python, there are 2 types of comments:

 Single Line Comments- single line comments are created by 
beginning a line with the hash(#) character.

 Ex: # This is a program used to calculate the simple interest.

 Multiline Comments-Multiline comments are created by adding 
a delimiter(""") at the beginning and the end of the comment.

 Ex : """
This is a comment
written in
more than just one line
"""



Assignment

Q1.What is the purpose of adding a comment in the 

program?

Q2.What are the two ways used to add the comments.?

Q3.What is the difference between the statements a=10 

and a==10?

Q4.Name the different types of Operators used in 

Python?

Q5.Using the string Replication operator ,Print your 

name 10 times.



 Q8.Write a program to print the string entered by the users 5 

times.

 Q9.Write a program to print the general details about your 

school in five lines.

 Q10.Write a program to calculate the area and Perimeter of a 

rectangle.

 Q11.Write the Output

1. 1) a=‘10’ 2)  a=‘10’

b=‘20’ b=‘20’

c=(a+b)*4 print(a+b)

print(c)

3)    a=10

b=20

print(a+b)


